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Medicine | Biomedical Sciences | Genetics

How is the Brain Powered?
The brain is a highly active organ with outstanding energy needs to support its work to regulate bodily functions and to 
underlie everything that makes us human, including emotions, thoughts, and memories. Why does the brain have high 
energy expenditure? Where does this energy come from? How can the brain turn a simple sugar molecule to mighty 
chemical energy? What happens if something goes wrong with this energy production? These are the questions we are 
going to investigate closely based on recent discoveries in brain science.

Professor Sarnyai, currently Head of the Laboratory of Psychiatric Neuroscience at James Cook 
University, Australia, is a medically trained PhD neuroscientist researching on the neurobiological 
mechanisms of stress and psychiatric disorders. Professor Sarnyai was previously University Lecturer 
in the Department of Pharmacology, University of Cambridge and a Fellow of Pembroke College, 
Cambridge. He has close to a hundred publications and was awarded the Curt Richter Prize by the 
International Society of Psychoneuroendocrinology; the DuPont-Warren Award by the Department of 
Psychiatry, Harvard Medical School; and the Brain Research Foundation (formerly NARSAD) Young 
Investigator Award. 

Professor Zoltán Sarnyai MD PhD MA (Cantab)
Former Fellow of Pembroke College, University of Cambridge; 
Former University Lecturer in the Department of Pharmacology,University of Cambridge

*All Academics have research experience at University of Oxford or/ and University of Cambridge. You may view their bio/ work by clicking on their bio

Law & Philosophy | Politics | Sociology 
Anthropology

Human Rights in UK Law and Its Continuing Relevance 
to Today’s Issues
Since the end of the WWII, global and regional human rights treaties have infused domestic legal codes, 
reconfiguring many civil law and common law principles. Human Rights are now integral to many areas of law and 
policy. This course will explore the development of human rights protection in UK law, from common law rights to the 
adoption of the Human Rights Act 1998 and beyond. It will engage with contemporary debates on whether the Human 
Rights Act should be amended and the relationship between the UK and the European Court of Human Rights.

Dr. Lawrence Hill-Cawthorne completed his DPhil in Public International Law at Merton College, 
University of Oxford prior to joining the University of Reading in 2013 as an Associate Professor in Law, 
teaching LLB Constitutional Law, Administrative Law, Trusts Law and International Law, and LLM 
International Humanitarian Law and International Dispute Settlement. Lawrence has extensive 
experience with university admissions, and has been serving as School Director of Recruitment and 
Admissions at the Law School, University of Reading since 2015.

Dr. Lawrence Hill-Cawthorne PhD
PhD in Public International Law at Merton College, University of Oxford

https://www.admin.cam.ac.uk/reporter/2007-08/weekly/6103/16.html
https://ora.ox.ac.uk/objects/uuid:50abc9c2-44fa-43f3-a7b2-bf660f8678fa


*All Academics have research experience at University of Oxford or/ and University of Cambridge. You may view their bio/ work by clicking on their bio

Engineering & Maths | Computer Science | 
Physical Sciences

The Maths Behind Machine Learning and Quantum Physics
Have you ever wondered how data can be accurately and instantly encoded and decoded during encryption or 
decryption? How do search engines like Google organise, sort, and rank what would otherwise be an overwhelming 
amount of data for billions of users worldwide? From matrices, to vector spaces to groups, this course will introduce 
students to some of the basic concepts of advanced algebra. Designed to give students a taste of what it is like to study 
the first year undergraduate Algebra course at Oxford, students will learn the concept of mathematical proof using 
axioms and be exposed to some high-level abstract concepts.

Dr. Tom Crawford is a Mathematics tutor at St. Edmund Hall at the University of Oxford, as well as the 
person behind the award-winning Tom Rocks Maths. He obtained his degree in Mathematics at Oxford 
before completing his PhD in Applied Mathematics at the University of Cambridge. He can regularly be 
found discussing all things Maths on his YouTube channel and on the BBC, where he previously worked 
for a year as a science journalist.

Dr. Tom Crawford MMath (Oxon) PhD (Cantab) 
Current Tutor in Mathematics at St Edmund Hall, University of Oxford

Economics & Management | Social Sciences

Rationality, Irrationality, and Optimal Strategy

This course will begin with game theory, paying special attention to the concepts of dominant strategies and Nash 
equilibrium whilst illustrating these concepts with a series of examples such as the median voter theorea and Nash 
demand game. Students will then have the opportunity to apply the theory to the study of auctions, taking a look at a 
variety of auction and thinking through which might be expected to raise more revenue. Afterwards, we will turn to 
behavioural economics, in particular the assumptions that underpin standard game theory and neoclassical economics:
individuals are entirely selfish and rational. In evaluating such assumptions, we will look at the evidence for ‘social’ 
preferences, present bias, reference dependence, cognitive biases and level-k thinking.

Mr. Itzhak is a DPhil (PhD) candidate at Exeter College, tutor in microeconomics at St Hugh’s College 
and Atkinson Prize holder at the Global Priorities Institute. While most of his research falls under the 
heading of behavioural economics, he is interested in a variety of topics including auctions, level-k 
thinking and the impact of social information.

Mr. Itzhak Rasooly
Current Tutor in Microeconomics at St. Hugh’s College, University of Oxford

https://www.seh.ox.ac.uk/people/tom-crawford
https://www.economics.ox.ac.uk/people/itzhak-rasooly


Psychology | Neuroscience

Why Do We Sleep? The Psychology and Neuroscience of Sleep

What is sleep? Why do we experience side effects such as mood changes, poor focus and memory if we do not get a 
good night sleep? This topic will delve deep into the science of sleep, from biological rhythms and neurobiology of 
sleep to expression of sleep across the human lifespan. We will also explore what a sleep cycle is, their different stages 
such as REM and NREM and their characteristics, giving students new insights on the importance of sleep and how 
sleep disorders can develop as a result of sleep deprivation.

Dr. Carmen Pinon is a senior lecturer at Oxford and has occupied similar positions at different 
universities in the UK. She has 20 years of experience lecturing and tutoring Neuroscience and 
Physiology for Medics, Biomedics ad Psychology students. She is a Neuroscientist and her areas of 
interest includes the visual system, connectivity and development of the brain, publishing high qualified 
Medical Journals.

Dr. Carmen Pinon PhD
Current Senior Lecturer in Neuroscience and Physiology, University of Oxford 

*All Academics have research experience at University of Oxford or/ and University of Cambridge. You may view their bio/ work by clicking on their bio

https://www.bnc.ox.ac.uk/about-brasenose/academic-staff/486-dr-carmen-pinon


Program Structure

Program Details

Date & Time:

Target Student: Current Secondary 4-5/ Year 11-12/ Grade 10-11students

Fee: HK$9,500

Certification: To be acknowledged, authenticated and granted by Instructor in Charge

Phone:
Website: 
Address:

(+852) 3568 0406
www.arch-education.com
2/F & 4/F Wilson House,
19-27 Wyndham Street, Central, Hong Kong

ENQUIRIES & APPLICATION
If you have any enquiries or would like to apply for the program, please fill out the form here. 
We will get back to you as soon as possible.

Website ArchEducationHK

Jul 23, 24 & Aug 6, 7, 13 (Full) 
Jul 3, 9, 10, 16, 17 (Full)   
Aug 11, 12, 18, 19, 20            
Jul 23, 24, 30, 31 & Aug 6   
Jul 23, 24, 30, 31 & Aug 6     
Jul 23, 24, 30, 31 & Aug 6   
Jul 22, 30, 31 & Aug 4, 5 (Full)                       
Aug 22, 26, 29, 31 & Sep 2

*All Academics have research experience at University of Oxford or/ and University of Cambridge. You may view their bio/ work by clicking on their bio

Sessions No. of Hours Scope of Coverage

Session 1 2 hours

Mass Lecture

Academics* will deliver an insightful lecture on the captioned topic, inspiring 
students to consider the many aspects of academic perspectives related to the 
topic. A research assignment will be introduced towards the end of the session 
and will be completed by the end of the program.

Sessions 2-4 6 hours

Small-Group Tutorials to Address Assignment

Academics* will lead students through the exploration of the topic by dissecting 
the analysis into different strands. Supporting materials will be provided and 
students will be encouraged to engage in small-group discussions.

Session 5 2 hours
Small-Group Tutorials to Evaluate Assignment 

Finale! Experience an Oxbridge-style tutorial! Students will share their work with 
Academics* for feedback and exchange of ideas!

Medicine Series: 

Law Series:  
Psychology Series: 
Economics Series:  
Mathematics Series:        

|  7:30pm - 9:30pm HKT     
|  7:30pm - 9:30pm HKT     
|  3:00pm - 5:00pm HKT     
|  3:00pm - 5:00pm HKT 
|  5:00pm - 7:00pm HKT   
|  5:00pm - 7:00pm HKT  
|  6:00pm - 8:00pm HKT      
|  8:00pm - 10:00pm HKT      

https://www.anpasia.com/public/event/RegistrationForm/41415145794146594771



